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ABSTRACT 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for J-spectral factorizations are given in terms 
of the existence of a self-adjoint, stabilizing solution of an appropriate Riccati equation 
in infinite dimensions. Furthermore, it is shown that a certain J-lossless propeq holds 
if and only if the stabilizing solution to the Riccati equation is nonnegative definite. 
We prove these results first for the continuous-time case and thereby derive analogous 
results for the discrete-time case by means of a bilinear transformation of the complex 
plane. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the papers by Green [9] and Green et al. [lo] a theory for &-optimal 
control problems is developed in terms of J-spectral factorizations. In order 
to produce results in terms of state-space formulas they prove a key theorem 
in [lo, Theorem 2.31 which relates J-spectral factorizations to certain Riccati 
equations. This th eorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of a J-spectral factorization G-JG = W’JW, where W and W-’ 
are stable, in terms of the existence of a stabilizing, symmetric solution to a 
Riccati equation depending on the matrix parameters in the realization 
G(s) = D + C(sZ - A)-lB. Furthermore, in [9, Theorem 1.11, Green proves 
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that GW-’ is J-lossless if and only if the stabilizing solution of the Riccati 
equation is nonnegative definite. 
Here we prove an analogous result for the case of the transfer matrix 
G(s) = D + C(sZ - A)-‘B, where A is the infinitesimal generator of an 
exponentially stable semigroup on a Hilbert space 3, and B E_!Y(@~+~, Z), 
c E_E7(u?+ O’, Z), D E..Y(@~+“‘, cl+““). As well as being an interesting new 
result in its own right, it is used in Curtain and Green [5] to derive a 
state-space solution for the &-optimal control problem in infinite dimen- 
sions. Finally, by using the Cayley transformation A = (A, + Z>-l( A, - Z) 
we associate the discrete-time operator A, with the bounded operator A of a 
continuous-time system. We then associate with the discrete-time Riccati 
equation a continuous-time one which has the same solutions. In this way, we 
are able to derive analogous results on J-spectral factorization for the 
discrete-time case. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
In this section we set up the notation we will use throughout the paper 
and gather some known results we will need in subsequent sections. 
Denote by a( A) the maximum singular value of the matrix A. Denote by 
A* its complex transpose. Let c+={sE@:Res>O) and jR={s~ 
c:Res = O}. 
Let L,P”q = {F:j[W + cPx4: llFllrn = esssup,,n a(F(jo>) < m}. De- 
note by H,P”q the space of bounded holomorphic functions F : @ + CPx9 
with the norm JJFlla = sups=@+ Z(F(s)) < m. M-(s) = [MC-s)]*. For a 
real y > 0, define J,,(r) by 
DEFINITION 2.1. + A partitioned matrix function A4 : @ + C(‘+m)x(9+m) 
is J-lossless if 
~w*Jl&Pw =cl,m(r) on C+ 
and 
wP4*Jd Y) MC_@) = Jqm( Y) on jrW. 
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for some f0 E C and 
n 
where f denotes the Laplace transform; 
AZ_= 
i 
f”lf:R - C:f(t) = 
i 
foS(t) +fJt), t 2 0, 
0, t > 0, 
where f,, E C and /re”lf,(t)jdt < mforsome E> 0 
0 
We remark that f^ E 2 has the limit f0 tt infinity. 2PxY denotes the class 
of p x q matrices with components in A We also need to consider the 
following classes of stable plus antistable transfer functions: 
?Y= f^=f; +A,.wheref; and{< belongto 
Y_ = 
1 
f^ = fr + fz, where f; and j?I- belong to G_ . 
w is the Wiener algebra (see Wiener and Hopf [16]), and ‘%@I is a subalgebra 
whose elements have holomorphic extensions in some vertical strip ]Re s/ < /.L. 
2 and JZ_ are subalgebras of stable transfer functions in ?Y. These algebras 
are also closed under inversion, in the following sense. 
LEMMA 2.2. 
(i) f^ E G” ’ n (or 2-X “) is invertible over SP ’ n (or 2-X ‘I) if and only if 
inf{ldet{(s)I: s E C, } > 0. (2.1) 
(ii) fan HzX n is invertible over H:x” ij-and only $ (2.1) holds. 
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(iii) f^E Wnx” (or Kxn> is invertible over WnXn (or %Txn) if and 
only if 
detfijw) # 0 for w E R U {m}. 
Proof. See Callier and Desoer [2], Callier and Winkin [3], Wiener and 
Hopf [ 161, and Gohberg and Krein [S]. n 
We now define certain factorizations of transfer matrices in W over 2_. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Suppose that G E Y%‘!l+m)x(q+m). A J-spectral factor- 
ization of G is a factorization of the form 
G”JdY)G = w-Jqm’(YP for s E j[W, (2.2) 
for some W and W-l EL&+“‘)~(~~~), 
In the case that Jqm(y> re d uces to the identity, the factorization (2.2) is 
usually called a spectral factorization. 
We could equally well have replaced V_ by W and LX_ by L? in the 
above definition, but in our applications the spectral factor W(s) = D + 
C(sZ - A)-‘B, where A is the infiniteskmal generator of an exponentially 
stable C,-semigroup and so is always in ~@+““)~(q+~). Similar remarks apply 
the following definition of the more general canonical Wiener-Hopf factoriza- 
tions. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Consider G E %Yx” with the limit I,,, at infinity. A 
canonical Wiener-Hopf factorization of G is a factorization of the form 
G = W-W, on jlR, (2.3) 
for some W, and Wl_ E&‘~~, 
W;‘, (W1)P1 belonging to kxm. 
both having limits I, at infinity, and 
It is known (Gohberg and Krein [8]) that if they exist, canonical Wiener- 
Hopf factorizations are unique. The following theorem gives explicit formulas 
for a canonical Wiener-Hopf factorization for a class of systems in W_” x m 
with a state-space realization. 
THEOREM 2.5 (Bart et al. [l]). Suppose that & is an exponentially 
dichotomous operator on the complex separable Hilbert space 3, 2’ E 
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_Y(R”‘, 2>, and G? E_Y(Z., Rm>. The transfer matrix S?(s) = Z + ‘C9(sZ - 
.G& ‘~8 has a canonical Wiener-Hopf factorization if and only if 
det[ Z + %?(jwZ -s+%‘] # 0 for o E If3 (2.4 
X= KerIIX@ ImIl, (2.5) 
where II and II_” are the separating projections for A? and dx = & - A%“, 
respectively. Zf II denotes the projection of 3 onto Ker llx along Im fl as 
in (2.51, then the unique canonical Wiener-Hopf factorization is given by 
(2.31, where 
W+(s) = I + z?lqsz -d)-19, (2.6) 
W_(s) = z + Lqsz -2q1(Z - fI)AY. (2.7) 
Furthermore, l? maps 9(&) into L&Z>, .s” is exponentially dichotomous, 
and W, and W’E_G@~? 
To understand this theorem we need to define the concept of exponen- 
tially dichotomous. It shows that Im fl is closed. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let & be a linear operator on the separable complex 
Hilbert space Z with domain O(d). We say that M is exponentially 
dichotomous if JY is densely defined and X admits a topological direct-sum 
decomposition 
such that this decomposition reduces A?, and -Mlz_ and tilz+ are infinites- 
imal generators of exponentially stable C,-semigroups on X_ and _Y+, 
respectively. 
The projection of 3 onto _?_ along z+ is called the separating 
projection for ~2, and we denote it by II. 
We remark that a consequence of Definition 2.6 is that 
&: Ker II I-J D(M) + Ker fl, (2.8) 
(2.9) 
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If & is bounded, then & is exponentially dichotomous if and only if its 
spectrum does not meet the imaginary axis. Then Pl is the Riesz projection 
corresponding to the unstable part of the spectrum of @. For unbounded 
operators it is more complicated (see Bart et al. [l]), but for our purposes the 
following characterization suffices. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let A be the injnitesimal generator of an exponentially 
stable CO-semigroup on the complex Hilbeti space Z, and let Q EP(X’). 
Then 
@= (; _I*) and -%Q= (!Q _I*) 
are exponentially dichotomous with domain D(A) @ D( A* >. 
Proof. It is obvious that & is exponentially dichotomous. Recall that, 
since A generates an exponentially stable C,,-semigroup, the following Lya- 
punov equation has a unique solution N = N* E_.Y(X) (Curtain and 
Pritchard [6]): 
NAx + A*Nx + Qx = 0 for x E D(A), 
and furthermore, N : D(A) + D( A* ). Then 
%= (; ;)(: -I*)( -'N :) 
shows that dQ is similar to & and hence is also exponentially dichotomous. 
Note that 
:D(A) @ D(A*) + D(A) @ D(A*). 
We recall the definitions of stabilizability and detectability for infinite- 
dimensional systems. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Suppose that A is the infinitesimal generator of the 
C,-semigroup on the complex Hilbert space Z. Let B E_%@~, Z> and 
C l _Y(%,cr). We say that (A, B) is exponentially stabilizable if there 
exists an F E_Y(X’, (Em) such that A + BF generates an exponentially stable 
CO-semigroup on 3. (C, A) 1s exponentially detectable if there exists an 
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H E PC P, 2) such that A + HC generates an exponentially stable Ca-semi- 
group on Z. 
Finally, we introduce some notation concerning exponentially stabilizing 
solutions of Riccati equations of the following general form: 
A*Xx + XAx - (L + XB)R-‘(B*X + L*)x + Sx = 0 
for x E D( A), (2.10) 
where A is the infinitesimal generator of a C,-semigroup T(t) on the 
separable complex Hilbert space 2, B ,P((a=“‘, Z), S = S* =.9(Z), R = 
R* E_Y(C”‘), K’ •_En(c~‘*), and L EP(~‘“‘, _Y>. We do not assume that R 
is positive definite. 
The Hamiltonian operator associated with (2.10) is 
GZY= 
-BR-'L* -BR-lB* 
-S + LR-'L* -(A -BR-IL*)* 
(2.11) 
with domain D(fl = D( A) $ D( A* >. 
We say that ZE dom(Ric) if there exists a self-adjoint operator X = X* 
E-Y(Z) which satisfies (2.10) and has the property that A - BR- ’ L* - 
BR-'B*X is the infinitesimal generator of an exponentially stable Ca-semi- 
group. This solution is unique (see Lemma 8 in Weiss[l5]), and we write 
X = Ric(&%*3 for this stabilizing solution. 
3. THE CONTINUOUS-TIME CASE 
Here we apply Theorem 2.5 on canonical Wiener-Hopf factorizations to 
obtain two results on necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of 
spectral and J-spectral factorizations. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that G(s) = D + C(sZ - A)-'B, where A is the 
infinitesimal generator of an exponentially stable CO-semigroup on the separa- 
ble complex Hilbeti space Z, B ~_Y(4=4+~, 21, C E_Y?‘(Z, c’+m), and 
D •_!3(@9+~, C’+m). Then G h as a ]-spectral factorization as in Definition 
2.3 if and only if 
(i) there exists a nonsingular constant matrix W, such that 
D*I~Y)D = W&,,(r)K (3.1) 
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and 
(ii) .%+E dom(Ric), where 
A?= -c&c -?I*) - (-&D) @*JO)-‘( D*JC B*) (3.2) 
and J := Jrm(~). 
In this case, W(s) satisfies (2.2) if and only $ for some solution W, of 
(3.0, W(s) satisfies 
W(s) = W, + L(sZ -A)-‘& 
where L = [Jqm(r)lmlWg*(D*JC + B*X), and X = Ri&@. 
(3.3) 
Proof. 
(a) Suflcieny. This can be verified by direct substitution, exactly as in 
the finite-dimensional case, noting that W(s)-’ = WL i - Wi ‘L(sZ - A + 
Z?W~lL)-‘BW~’ and A - BWL’L = A - B[D*J,,(~)D]-l(D*JC + 
B*X) generates an exponentially stable CO-semigroup, since 2~ dom(Ric). 
(b) Necessity. (i): Supp ose that there exists a J-spectral factorization 
(2.2). Then taking limits as lwl -+ co (which is permissible, since A is 
exponentially stable and since W •$_4+~)~4+~) possesses a well-defined 
limit at infinity), we obtain (3.0, where W, is the limit of W(e) at infinity. 
(ii): It is readily verified that G-JG has the following realization: 
G-JG = D*]D + ( D*JC 
-&C -?I*)]-‘( -&D)* 
Define the following Hamiltonian operators: 
and 
&lb==- ( _c”“,) (D*lD)-‘( D*JC B*). 
Consider the transfer matrix 
iqs) = z + Lqsz -J&f-k, 
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It is readily verified that 
sf? = [J,~(Y)]-‘W,-*G-J~,(Y)GW,-’ 
= [I,nw] -‘K*W-Jqm(r>ml: 
since G-JG has a J-spectral factorization: G-JG = W-J,,(y)W. So .F has 
the canonical Wiener-Hopf factorization 
where W_- and W+:= WW..’ belong to $!im)xCqim) (here W--z= 
[(~qm(r)l-1W~*W-[J4m(r>l->, and Th eorem 2.5 applies. We shall obtain an 
explicit representation of W+(s) using (2.10), but first we analyze fI, the 
projection of Z = Z @ Z = Ker IIx @ Im II onto Ker II’ along Im n. 
Recall that Im ll corresponds to the unstable part of the spectrum of zY, 
and Ker II’ corresponds to the stable part of the spectrum of A?‘. Now 
and with respect to these coordinates 
It is easy to see that with respect to these coordinates 
fi= y 0 ( 1 x 0 for some X,Y l qX), 
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and since I?” = II, we see that 
fj= 1 0 
i 1 x 0 for some x E_Y(Z). 
Moreover, since fi : D(zzZ) + D(s’), we deduce that X : D( A) + D( A*). 
Consider now 
HXfi r = 
0 ( 
A-MD*JC-MB*X 0 
Y F 
for 
E D(A) @ D( A*) = D(d), 
where M := B(D*JD)-l and F := -A*X - 
(3.4) 
c*jc + 
C*]D( D*JD>-‘( D*JC +-B*X). ds generates a C,-semigroup of the form 
T,(t) = 
where T+(t) is the CO-semigroup with the infinitesimal generator A+ = A - 
B(D*JD)zl(D*JC + B*X) and F(t) is bounded for all t. 
Now II projects onto the stable part of the spectrum of tix, and since 
JZ” is exponentially dichotomous, JZZ’ ]xer nx generates an exponentially stable 
CO-semigroup TX(t) on Ker II’. Equation (3.4) shows that T+(t) = TX(t) 
and so A+ is the generator of an exponentially stable semigroup. 
Next we show that X is self-adjoint. From (3.4) we have 
where for the left equality we use the fact that dx : Ker II’ n D(d) + 
Ker II’ for an exponentially dichotomous operator dx with stable part of 
the spectrum Ker II’ [see (2.8)]. It isreadily verified that ?L”‘, with 
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This shows that the right-hand side is also self-adjoint, i.e., 
and so 
@ x-x* 0 s 
i 
0 0 1 2= ( -x+x* 0 0 0 1 42 for 2 E D(S). 
Writing this out, we obtain 
-A*,(-X+X*)z, = (-X+X*)A+q for zi E D( A), (3.6) 
where from the above A + generates an exponentially stable semigroup 
T+(t). Let z1 = T+(t)z,, where z0 E D(A), and take inner products with 
(3.6) to obtain 
(T+(t)z,, A*,( -X + X*)T+(t)zd 
+(T+(t)z,,(-X + X*)A+T+(t)z,,) = 0 
or equivalently 
-&+(t)z,,(-X + X*)T+(t)zJ = 0. 
Integrating from 0 to t gives 
(T+(t)%,( -x + X*)T+(+“) = ( ZO>( -x + x*)&J, 
and since T+(t)z, + 0 as t + 00, we see that (z,,, (-X + X*)z,) = 0 for 
all z0 E D(A). But D(A) is dense in 2, and so X = X*. To show that X 
satisfies the Riccati equation associated with JzZ’, we use 
(z-fi)s?xfi ; =o ( 1 for ( i ; E D(g), 
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again using the fact that &” : Ker II’ n D(M) + Ker II’ [see (2.8)]. This 
yields the relevant Riccati equation, and so dx E dom(Ric) and X E Ric(&‘). 
(c) To obtain the representation (3.3), we appeal to the representation 
(2.6) for W(a) in Theorem 2.5. This shows that 
W+(s) = z + ETI(sZ -Jzf-l9 
= Z + (‘Zl + kT2X)(sZ - A)-‘~8’~ 
= Z + [J,&)]-‘W,-*(D*/C + B*X)(sZ - A)-lBW,-l 
and 
agrees with (3.3). n 
As remarked earlier, this theorem includes the special case of spectral 
factorizations. In this case, this result can also be used to find an inner-outer 
factorization of G(s) = Gi(s)G,(s), with G,(s) = W(s) outer and Gi(s) = 
G(s)W(s)-’ inner. 
Our last main result in this section is to relate the nonnegative definite- 
ness of X = Ri&@ to the J-losslessness of GW-‘, but first we need two 
lemmas. The first lemma is an extension of Lemma 3.3 in Green [9]. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that X ES&+“‘)~(~+~). Then X is J-lossless if and 
only if 
Jamwx =Jq7nW for (Re sl < E (3.7) 
for som E > 0 and X,’ •22~~. 
Proof. Suppose that X •.&+~)~(q+~) is J-lossless. Then from Defini- 
tion 2.1, we have 
x,*,x,, - y2x,*2x22 G -Y2Z in C, . 
Thus ldet X,,(s)1 > 1 for s E c,, and by Lemma 2.2(i) Xi2’ ES?~~. 
Furthermore, 
w4*llm( r> X(&4 = Jqm( r> for w E Iw. 
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Define f( .s> := X- ( s)llm( Y> X( s) - Jq,( 7). It is holomorphic on IRe s] < 
p for some p > 0, and f(j,) = 0 for o E [w. So by [ll, Theorem 8.1.3, p. 
1981, f(s) = 0 on 1Re s] < /_L. 
Conversely, suppose that X ES’!+~)~(~+“‘) satisfies (3.7) and Xi; E 
&@? Introduce 
and y = y,y,l ~=&+~)~(9+~)_ ob serve 
and that Yz’ EJl+m)X(q+m) , since 
that _zz!X - J = Y,* (Y * Y - Z)Y, 
X&’ E& . Using (3.7) we see that 
Y * Y = Z for s = jw. Since Y is continuous on s = jo and is holomorphic in 
Re s > 0, we may apply the maximum-modulus principle [ll, p. 2071 to 
conclude that \]Y(s)]lm < 1. Thus X*(s)JX(s) - J = Y,*(s)[Y *(s)Y(s) - 
Z]Y,(s) < 0, and X is J-lossless. n 
We shall use the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a CO-semigroup on a 
Hilbert space Z, and let C E_.F(X, Y ), w h ere Y is another Hilbert space. Zf 
(C, A) is exponentially detectable, then the Lyapunov equation 
(z, A*Xz) + (z, XAz) + (Cz,Cz> = 0, z E D(A), (3.8) 
has a self-adjoint, nonnegative solution if and only if A generates an exponen- 
tially stable semigroup. 
Proof. 
(a) The sufficiency is proved in Curtain and Rodman [7, Lemma 2.11. 
(b) For necessity see Zabczyk [17, Lemma 31. n 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that G(s) is as in Theorem 3.1. Then there exists 
a W E_&?!+m)X(9+m) such that W-l Eg(4+m)x(q+m) and GW-’ is]-lossless 
if and only if 
(i) there exists a nonsingular constant matrix W, such that (3.1) holds, 
(ii) %E dom(Ric), where +?’ is given by (3.2), 
(iii) X = Ric@$ >/ 0. 
Proof. In Theorem 3.1 we showed that (i) and (ii) are necessary and 
sufficient for the existence of a W and W-’ E 2: +m)X (q+m) such that [using 
(!=>I 
(GW-‘)-J(GWpl) =.&m(r) on jrW. (3.9) 
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It remains to show (iii). Simple calculations verify that GW-’ has the 
following realization: 
y := GW-’ = jj + c(sI -x)-$, 
whereA-=A-BW~P’L,B=BW~P’,C=C-DL,D=DW,-’,andL= 
[J,,,(y)]-‘Wz*(D*JC + B*X), X = Ric(a. Thus 
a*@ = .Lpb)~ (3.10) 
B*Jc + B*x = 0, (3.11) 
xxi + 2x2 + C*JCz = 0 for .zeD(A). (3.12) 
Applying Theorem 3.1 to GWpl, we deduce that x generates an expo- 
nentially stable semigroup, and so Y ~&+~)~(q+~). By Lemma 3.2, Y = 
GW-’ is J-lossless if and only if Y,, , Y,;’ l 2:’ m and Y-JY = Jq,,(y) for 
IRe s] < E. Equation (3.9) gives the latter for s = jw, and since Y and Y- are 
holomorphic on some strip ]Re sl < E, (3.9) extends to this strii (see Hille 
[ll, Theorem 8.1.3, 2. 1981). To examine Y,,, we partition C, B and B 
appropriately. Yze E &? ’ m since Y E &!+m)X(‘ltn’), and 
-- -- 
y$ = jj$ - )$c,(sI -A+ B,D,‘~2)j1B2D,1 EJZ?!~‘~ 
-- 
if and only if D,, is invertible and A - B, Dii c2 generates an-exponentially -- 
stable semigroup (J acobson and Nett [12]). We now prove that A - B, D&‘Cc, 
generates an exponentially stable C,-semigroup if and only if X > 0. 
From the (2,2) block of (3.10) we obtain D& El, - y2@, DQ2 = - -y21, 
and so Be2 is nonsingular and 
llD12D,‘lI < 7. (3.13) 
From the (2,l) block of (3.11) we obtain 
and substituting this in (3.12), we obtain 
XAz + A*Xz = -c*R& for z E D(A), (3.14) 
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where A = A- - B, D&‘c 2, 
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Notice that R > 0, since, from (3.13), II2,,6,i’ll < y. Notice also that -- - 
(Ri/‘??, x - B, Di2C2) is exponentially detectable. Thus Lemma 3.3 shows -- - 
that (3.14) has a solution X = X* > 0 if and only if x - B, Di2C2 generates 
an exponentially stable semigroup. So we have shown that GW-i is J-lossless 
ifandonlyif X =X* 2 0. n 
4. THE DISCRETE-TIME CASE 
In this section, we show how the discrete-time versions of Theorems 3.1 
and 3.4 can be derived from the continuous-time case, using the familiar 
bilinear transformation z = (I + s)/(I - s) which transforms the open right 
half plane to th e exterior of the unit disc. 
For this section we will use the following notation and definitions. Let 
113r = 1.z E C: IzI < l}, a[D, = (z E @: 1.~1 = l], and lCD+= 1.z E @: 1.~1 2 1). 
Let M”(z) = [M(Y~)]*, M*(z) = [M(z)]*. Let L,P”‘?(JD) be the space 
of functions F:(dEb) + fZPx’? for which llF117. = esssup0s042r iT(F(ej’)) 
< a. Let us denote by H, “‘q(D+) the space of bounded holomorphic 
functions F : [D, + --) C P ‘9 that satisfy llFllm = sup,,,>, Z(F(.z)) < CQ. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A partitioned matrix N E Lt+m)x(ff+m)( all) is J-~o,w- 
less if 
N(~)*J,,,(Y)W) G J,,nb) on KD, 
and 
N(ej”)*Jl,,,(Y)N(ejs) =.lqm(~) for 8 E [0,2rr]. 
Let us consider the following classes of functions: 
4 := g = (go, &>...> gi E @, 5 Ig,l < cc 
i n=O 
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I,_:= 
i 
g = (go, g,,**- ) 37) > 0 3 2 lg,l~-” < CQ . 
n=O I 
Given a sequence, g, in either I, or 1,_, we define its z-transform by 
i(z) :=_?-{g} = ; gnP 
n=O 
whenever this series converges absolutely fvr some z in C. 
Then we define 1, := {gig E Zr} and E,_:= {g Ig E Z1-), a?d if?4 de- 
notes the classs of p X q matrices whose elements are all in E,_. We also 
define the discrete-time Wiener algebras 
and 
q-= 
The elements of q_ have holomorphic extensions in some annular 
region of the z-plane, a < 121 < b, 0 < a < b E IR. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Suppose that Gd E @1+m)x(9+m). A discrete-time J- 
spectral factorization for Gd is defined by 
G&lm(r)G~ = W&,(r)% for z = eje ) 0 ,< 8 Q 2’TT, (4.1) 
and W,, Wdj r E qq+w9+74 
The analogue of the exponential stability in discrete time is power 
stability. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Consider the discrete-time system z(k + 1) = Adz(k), 
where A, EL?(~) and Z is a complex separable Hilbert space. We say that 
this system (or Ad) is power stable if there exist constants M > 1 and 
y E (0, 1) such that 
IIA:ll d Myk Vk E Z. 
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Suppose that B, E_Y(~“‘, 2). Then (A,, B,) is power stabilizable if there 
exists an Fd E_%?-, @“) such that Ad + BdFd is power stable. 
We now show that a power stable discrete-time operator A, EL?(Z) is 
related by the Cayley transform to a bounded continuous-time operator 
A EL?‘(Z) which generates an exponentially stable C,-semigroup. 
LEMMA 4.4. 
(a) For A, ~9(2-) and p ower stable, where 2 is a complex separable 
Hilbert space, &fine the operator 
A := (I + Ad)-‘( A, - Z). (4.2) 
Then A E P(X), its spectrum is contained in Re s < - Z-L for some Z.L > 0, 
and it is the infinitesimal generator of an exponentially stable strongly 
continuous semigroup. 
(b) Let A E_Y(Z) be th e 212 am esimal ’ f ‘t generator of an exponentially 
stable CO-semigroup. Then the operator 
A,=(Z+A)(Z-A)-’ (4.3) 
is in _Y(_z), and it is power stable. 
Proof. (a): We examine the spectrum of A using 
-1 
(Z+A,) for s # 1. (4.4) 
First. note that 
(I -A)-’ = +(I + Ad) Ed. 
Since A, is power stable, its spectral radius is less than or equal to d= 
for some E > 0 (Przyluski [14]). Thus from (4.4) the spectrum of A is 
contained in 
1+s I I l-s f J1-E for some E > 0. 
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Substituting s = x + iy, the latter is equivalent to 
EXP + x(4 - 2E) + Ezj2 + E < 0 (4.5) 
or 
[,+ (f -l)] + y2 < $(l - E). 
Taking E = 0, we see that x = Re s < 0, and a more careful estimate for 
small, positive E shows that (4.5) implies that 
E-2 
x=Res<- + z&7 
E E 
E 
4 
to a second order estimate in E. So the spectrum of A is contained in 
Re s Q -p for some p > 0, and since A is bounded, this shows that it 
generates an exponentially stable semigroup. 
(b): Since A is the generator of an exponentially stable semigroup, we 
know that the spectrum of A lies in Re s Q -E for some E > 0 (Curtain and 
Pritchard [6]). Consider the spectrum of A,, using 
-1 
(zZ -Ad)-' = --&-(z-A)(~+A) for z#-1. 
First note that with z = - 1 we have 
(-Z-A,)-'= -;(I-A), 
and since A is bounded, - 1 is in the resolvent set of A,. The inequality 
is equivalent to 1.~1 < d=, and so the spectral radius of A, is less than 1, 
and it is power stable. n 
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Lemma 4.4 gives a one-to-one correspondence between discrete-time 
systems with power stable generators and continuous-time systems with 
bounded generators of exponentially stable semigroups. It is now straightfor- 
ward to deduce the discrete-time results from continuous-time ones by 
relating the following two systems via the bilinear transformation z = (1 + 
s)/(l - s), as has been done in finite dimensions (see Green [9] and Kondo 
and Hara [13]). 
Let us consider the discrete-time system 
Grz( z) = Dd + C,( zl - Ad)-l B,, (4.6) 
where 
A, c-.T(~), B, •c.Y(a=~+~, x), 
C, EP(X, @‘+m), and Dd ~=-9(c’+‘“, a=“+“‘). 
We assume that A, is power stable and define the continuous-time system 
G(s) = D + C(sZ - A)-‘B, (4.7) 
where A up, B E ,(,q+m, 21, c E-%x> a=ltrn)> and D E 
p(@q+m ~l+~) are defined by 
A = (I + Ad)-‘( A, - I), B = &(I + A~)-‘B~, 
(4.8) 
C = &C,( I + Ad)-‘, D = D, - C,(Z + AJIBd. 
By Lemma 4.4, A l 2?(21) g enerates an exponentially stable semigroup 
on Z. It is easily shown that 
(4.9) 
and 
A,=(I+A)(Z-A))‘, Bd=fi(I-A)-lB, 
C, = \l?;C(I -A)-‘, Dd = D + C( I - A)-‘B. (4.10) 
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Power stable discrete-time systeyms and evonentially stable continuous- 
time systems are in the algebras I,_ and &_, respectively, and a similar 
remark holds for the associated b&nearly transformed systems. 
LEMMA 4.5. 
(a) Suppose that A, ET(Z) is power stable, B, E=.F((E~+~, Z), Cd E 
_Y(Z, ,“m)J and Dd EL?(U~~+~, c”“‘). Then G,(z) = Dd + C,(zZ - 
Ad)-lBd E ~~~‘m)x(‘+m) and 
(b) Suppose that A E 2’(Z) g enerates an exponentially stable CO-semi- 
group on X2, B E_Y(@~+~, 2), C EL%%, cl+*), and D l _Y(c=4+‘“, f2”,). 
Then G(s) = D + C(sZ - A)-lB E_P$J~~)~(‘+~) and 
Proof. (a): For Gd to be in /!~~+m)x(z+m) we must show that there exists 
an 77 > 0 such that C~=O/JgnJ(~-n < m, where g, = C,A:B,. Consider 
therefore 
< ; llCdll lIAdll”llB&i-n 
n=O 
< f II~,II~y”llB,llrl-” 
n=O 
provided n > 7. 
From (4.9) we have that 
=D+C(sZ-A)-IB, 
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where A, B, C, and D are defined by (4.8). From Lemma 4.4 we have that 
A is bounded and generates an exponentially stable CO-semigorup. 
We know that G is the Laplace transform of D??(t) + CeAtB and so 
/ 
m 
e"llCeAtBI) dt < / me'tllCIINeCatllBII dt < m 
for o!> E, 
0 0 
since A generates an exponentially stable C,;semigroup (here N, (Y, and E 
are positive constants). Hence G belongs to &Y+m)X(‘+m). 
(b): From (a), since A generates an exponentially stable C,-semigroup, 
we have G(s) E_$!+~)~(‘+~). Again, from (4.9) we have that 
Z-1 
G!(z) = G zfl ) 
i I 
that is, G,(z) = D, + C,(zZ - A,)-‘Bd, where A,, B,, C,, and Dd are 
defined by (4.10). Also, from Lemma 4.4 we have that A, is bounded and 
power stable. Thus, from part (a), G, E i!q+m)x(‘+m). n 
For systems related by a bilinear transformation we show that the concept 
of J-losslessness is equivalent. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let Gd and G be as in (4.6) and (4.7) respectively. Then G 
is ]-lossless according to Definition 2.1 if and only if Gd is J-lossless according 
to Definition 4.1. 
Proof. Suppose that G, as given by (4.7) is J-lossless according to 
Definition 2.1. Then 
GW*J~Y)GW G J,m(r) on @+ 
and 
w4*Jlm( r>G(jw) = Jqm( r> on jlR. 
Applying the b’l’ 1 mear transformation s = (z - l)/( z + 1) in the latter ex- 
pressions, we get, explicitly, 
I ( D* + B* Z-1 Z+l 
-1 
‘2 - 1 
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on D,, and 
[D* +R*(~Z-A*)-lC*]],,~[D+C(CZ-A))B] =Jq,,, on dD, 
where l:= (e js - l)/(ej’ + 1). Next, substituting for A, B, C, and D from 
(4.8) and performing the calculations, we end up with 
[D,* +B,::(EZ-A*,)-‘C,*]J,,[D,+C,(zZ-A~)-l~~] <I~,,, onD+ 
and 
[ D$ + B$(e-jeZ - A$)-‘CX]JlnL[ Dd + Cd(ejsZ - A~)-‘R~] =Jq,,, 
Therefore we have 
and 
on LED, 
Gd(,je)*Jlm(Y)G~(eje) =J,m(r) on JD. 
Hence Gd is J-lossless according to Definition 4.1. 
_ I ~ 
For the converse, suppose Gd, given by (4.6), is J-lossless as in Definition 
4.1. That is, 
on 3D. 
and 
G&)*.L(Y)G,W %!~&) on [1D+ 
Gd(eje)*Jlm(y)Gd(eje) =_&(r) on dD. 
Applying the inverse bilinear transformation z = (1 + s)/(l - s> to these 
expressions and reversing all the previous computations, using (4.10) where 
appropriate, we get that G is J-lossless according to Definition 2.1. W 
The next lemma relates discrete- and continuous-time Riccati equations. 
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LEMMA 4.7. Consider the following discrete-time Riccati equation on the 
Hilber-t space Z with A, EP(Z) power stable: 
A*,XA, - X + C,*JC, - K*( B,*XB, + DzJDd)-k = 0, (4.11) 
where K := B,*XA, + DZJC,, and the continuous-time Riccati equation 
XA + A*X + C*jC - (XB + C*jD)( D*JD)-‘( D*JC + B*X) = 0, 
(4.12) 
where A,, B,, C,, Dd and A, B, C, D are defined by (4.8) and (4.101, and 
J = Jlm(-y). Then X E_P(Z) is a solution to (4.11) if and only if it is a 
solution to (4.12). Furthermore, AdX := A, - Bd(DzJDd + B$XBd)-‘K is 
power stable if and only if A, := A - B(D*]D)-‘(B*X + D*]C> is the 
infinitesimal generator of an exponentially stable strongly continuous semi- 
group. 
Proof. Note that from Lemma 4.4, A is bounded and so all the 
operators in (4.11) and (4.12) are bounded and the calculations are straight- 
forward. First, we introduce an equivalent form for the continuous-time 
Riccati equation (4.12), 
XA+A*X+C*JC 
D*]C + B*X V), (4.18) 
and for the discrete-time Riccati equation (4.11) 
where L,L, •_ti?(C9'~, 3) and V,, V, and J = J* are nonsingular m X m 
matrices. 
The next step is to verify, using (4.8) and (4.10) when appropriate, that if 
L,=fiL(Z-A)- and V,=V+L(Z-A)-‘B (4.15) 
and 
L = fiLd(Z + Ad)-’ 
_ 
and V = V, - Ld( IA,)+ , (4.16) 
then (4.13) and (4.14) are equivalent. 
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The procedure is to verify sequentially the following, using results from 
the preceding step where appropriate: 
(1) (I - A*) X [(l, 1) block of (4.14)] X (I - A) equals the (1,l) block 
of (4.13). Conversely, (I + A*,) X [(l, 1) block of (4.13)] X (I + Ad) equals 
the (1, 1) block of (4.14). 
(2) (I - A*) x [(l, 2) block of (4.14)] equals the (1,2) block of (4.13). 
Conversely, (I + A:) X [(l, 2) block of (4.13)] equals the (1,2) block of 
(4.14). 
(3) The (2,2) block of (4.14) equals the (2,2) block of (4.13) and vice 
versa. 
Since A is exponentially stable, by Lemma 4.4, Z - A is boundedly 
invertible and so (4.13) holds if and only if (4.14) holds. Thus we have shown 
that X satisfies (4.11) if and only if it satisfies (4.12). 
Let us rewrite A,, and A, in terms of L, L,, V, and V,. Then 
A dX = A, - BdVilLd and A, = A - BVIL. (4.17) 
We calculate 
v,-L, = &TIL(Z -A + BV-'L)-l. 
Then, using (4.8) (4.10) (4.15), and (4.18) we cakuhte 
Z+A,, = Z +A, - B,V,-L, 
=2(Z-A+BV-rL)-’ 
(4.18) 
and 
AdX - I = A, -Z - B&'Ld 
=2(Z-A)-'[A-BV-'L(Z-A+BV-'L)-1] 
= -2(Z-A)-1(Z-A)(-A+BV-1L)(Z-A +BV-kpl 
=2(A - BV-'L)(Z -A + BV-lL)-'. 
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Thus 
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( AdX + I)-'( AdX - I) = ( AdX - I)( Adx + I)-’ 
= A - BV’L 
=A,. 
Noting that in our situation A, and AdX are bounded, Lemma 4.4 
completes the proof. n 
Now we show that the existence of J-spectral factorizations is preserved 
under the bilinear transformation mentioned above. 
LEMMA 4.8. Let G, and G be as in (4.6) and (4.7), respectively. Then G 
has a ]-spectral factorization according to Definition 2.3 for a W(s) satisfy- 
ing (3.1) and (3.3) if and only if Gd h as a discrete-time one according to 
Definition 4.2 for a 
W,(z) = ZJ, + L,(zZ - AJ’B,, (4.19) 
where U, is a nonsingular constant matrix. Moreover, 
and W(s) = W, (4.20) 
Proof. Let us assume that G, given by (4.71, has a J-spectral factorization 
according to Definition 2.3 for W(s) satisfying (3.1) and (3.3). Then, explic- 
itly, 
[D* - B*(sZ + A*)PIC*]j,m(y)[ D + C(sZ - A)-‘B] 
= [W,* - B*(sZ + A*)-‘L*]&,(y)[W, + L(sZ - A)-‘B] 
for s EjR. 
Applying the bilinear transformation s = (z - l)/( x + 1) to this expression, 
and substituting for A, B,C, D from (4.8), for L from (4.16), and W, = U, - 
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L,(Z f Acl)plBd, one can obtain explicitly that 
for z E af.0. 
Hence 
G&)-LWGd4 = %(4-J9mbPd4 
for z = ,I@, 13 E [0,2rr], (4.21) 
for W,(z) := U, + L,(zZ - Ad)-‘Bd. Recall that A, is bounded and power 
stable, so that from Lemma 4.5, W, E f$4+m)x(9+7n3. 
Now, let us show that Wi’ also belongs to I,_ 79+‘n)x(9+nr). To see this, first 
use (4.10) and (4.15) in W, = U, - L,(Z + Ad)-lBd, to get U, = W, + L(Z 
- A)-II?. Then 
U,-’ = W,-l - W,-‘L(Z -A + BW,-tplBW,-’ 
exists if WC’ exits and Z - A + BWg’L is boundedly invertible. But from 
(3.1) we know that W, is nonsingular. From Lemma 4.7 we have that 
A, := A - B( D*JD)-‘( B*X + D*JC) 
is the infinitesimal generator of an exponentially stable C,-semigroup. Replac- 
ing V by W, in (4.13) we obtain 
D*JC + B*X = Wm*JL 
and 
Thus 
D*JD = W,*JW,. 
A, = A - B(W,XJW,)-‘W,*JL 
= A - BW,-‘L. 
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Hence A - BWC’L generates an exponentially stable CO-semigroup, and 
Z - A + BW;‘L is boundedly invertible. Therefore Ui’ exists. 
Next, from (4.19) we compute the inverse of W,(z). That is, 
w<;‘(z) = U,t’ - UilL&Z - A,B,,U;lL,)-lB,U;l. 
We already know that U, is nonsingular. Again, from Lemma 4.7 we have 
that 
AdX := A, - Bd( D<;JDcl + B;XBd) -‘K 
is power stable. Then, replacing V, by LJ, in (4.14), we obtain 
D$]Dd + B$XB, = U,*JU, 
and 
Thus 
Hence A, - BJJT’L, 
that W<;’ E [jy+mXl+nr). 
is power stable. Using Lemma 4.5 we can conclude 
Thus (4.21) is a discrete-time J-spectral factorization for Gd according to 
Definition 4.2. 
Moreover, using (4.8), (4.10), (4.15), (4.16), and U, = W, + L(Z - 
A)-lB, it can be shown, by direct computations, that (4.20) holds. 
Conversely, suppose that Gd, given by (4.61, h as a discrete-time J-spectral 
factorization according to Definition 4.2 for W, given by (4.19). Then 
applying the inverse bilinear transformation z = (1 + sl/(l - s> to (4.0, 
with this particular W,, we get explicitly 
xlqm Ir-,ir<,(EZ-a,ijlu,] 
for s E j[W. 
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Substituting for A,, B,, C,, and Dd from (4.101, for L, from (4.15), and 
U, = W, + L(Z - A)-‘B, one can get 
[D* - B*(sZ + A*)-‘]J,,,,(y)[ D + C(sZ - A)-‘B] 
= [W,* - B*(sZ + A*)-‘L*]J&)[W, + L(sZ - A)-‘B] 
for s EjlR. 
Hence 
G- (s)lh(r>G(s) = w- wl,rn(Yww for s EjR, 
where W satisfies (3.3). Since A generates an exponentially stable Ca-semi- 
group, we have that W E.Q??+‘“)~(~+“‘), according to Lemma 4.5. 
Now to prove that W-’ E$?+“‘)~(‘+“‘) we proceed as follows. Take the 
inverse of W(s) = W, + L(sZ - A)-lB to get 
W-‘(s) = W,-’ - W,-lL(sZ -A + BW;‘L)-??W,-‘. 
W, is nonsingular, and we have already shown that A - BWL’L generates 
an exponentially stable C,-semigroup. Then it follows from Lemma 4.5 that 
w-1 E&7+mP(l+m)* 
Hence G has a J-spectral factorization according to Definition 2.3 for this 
W. Again, it is straightforward to verify (4.20). n 
So we have shown that for these particular G, W, G,, and W, the 
existence of a J-spectral factorization is invariant under the considered 
bilinear transformation. 
We now prove the analogue of Theorem 3.1 on J-spectral factorizations. 
THEOREM 4.9. Suppose that G,(z) = Dd + C,(zZ - A,)-‘Bd where 
A, l _!3(3) is power stable, Z is a separable Hilbert space, B, E 
_Y(c9+m, Z), C, ELz?(Z, a=‘+“‘), and Dd E_Y(@~+~, c’+m). There exists a 
discrete-time]-spectral factorization for Gd, as in Definition 4.2, if and only 
if 
(i> there exists a nonsingular constant matrix U, such that 
%XB, + Dd*hm(~)D~ = Y&n(r)v, (4.22) 
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and 
(ii) the Riccati equation (4.11) has a self-adjoint stabilizing solution X. In 
this case, W,(z) satisfies (4.1) if an d only if for some solution U, of (4.22), 
W,( 2) satisfies 
W,(z) = U, + L,(zZ - Ad)-lBd (4.23) 
where 
and X = X* is the solution to (4.11). 
Proof. Sufficiency: Suppose Gd has a discrete-time J-spectral factoriza- 
tion. Given the discrete-time transfer matrix G,(z) = Dd + CJzZ - 
A,)-‘Bd with A, bounded and power stable, and B,, C,, Dd given as in the 
statement of the theorem, let us define the associated continuous-time system 
G(s) = D + C(sZ - A)-lB, where A, B, C, D are defined by (4.8). 
From Lemma 4.4, A is bounded and generates an exponentially stable 
semigroup on 3. 
From Lemma 4.8 we know that for these G and Gd, and W and W, 
satisfying (3.3) and (4.23), respectively, the existence of a J-spectral factoriza- 
tion is maintained under the bilinear transformation. Moreover, the relation- 
ship between (3.3) and (4.23) is given by (4.20). 
Thus we have a continuous-time system G(s) = D + C(sZ - A)-‘B 
which has a J-spectral factorization, and applying Theorem 3.1, we may 
conclude that (3.1) holds and +??’ E dom(Ric), where is given by (3.2). In other 
words, the continuous-time Riccati equation (4.12) has a self-adjoint stabiliz- 
ing solution X. But Lemma 4.7 shows that this implies the existence of a 
self-adjoint stabilizing solution to the discrete-time Riccati equation (4.11). 
Moreover, that (3.1) and (4.22) are equivalent follows from Lemma 4.7 after 
substituting W, for V in (4.13) and ZJ, for V, in (4.14), respectively. 
This proves the sufficiency, and the necessity can be proved by reversing 
the above arguments. 
Equation (4.23) follows from its continuous-time analogue (3.3). n 
Now we do the same for the J-lossless property in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.10. Suppose G,(z) is as in Theorem 4.9. Then there exists a 
W, E @+m)x@l+“‘) such that W-1 E j-$+mX9+m) 
d and G,W,- i is J-lossless if 
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(i) there exists a nonsingular constant matrix U, such that (4.22) holds, 
(ii) the Riccati equation (4.11) h as a self-adjoint stabilizing solution X, 
(iii) X 2 0. 
Proof. Suppose G,(z) is as in Theorem 4.9, and that there exists a 
W, E qy+w(9+m) such that Wi’ E ljy+m)x(9+m) and G,Wi’ is J-lossless, 
where W, satisfies (4.23). (i) and (ii) h ave been established in Theorem 4.9, 
so we only need to establish (iii). 
Then, simple calculations give that G,Wi ’ has the following realization: 
where 
Y,(z) := G,W,-r = _D + c( .zI - _A)-+, 
_A = A, - B,U,-‘L,, B = B$J;‘, 
g = C, - D,U,-‘L,, _D = D&-l, 
and L, is given as in Theorem 4.9. 
Let us define the associated continuous-time system 
(4.24) 
Y(s) = E + qsz -ir-Qi, 
--- 
where A, B, C, and 5 are defined by 
A= (I +_A)-l(_A - Z), E = &(I +_A)-%, 
c= Vqz +_A)-‘, D=_D-c(z+_A)-l& 
(4.25) 
Using (4.9), it follows that 
and Yd( z) = Y 
Moreover, using (4.8) and (4.13) in (4.24), we have that (4.25) can be 
expressed as follows: 
A= A - BW,-‘L, g = SW,-‘, 
c=c-EL, i? = DW,-‘, 
(4.26) 
and L is given as in Theorem 3.1. 
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Substituting (4.26) in the expression for Y(s), and factorizing properly, we 
get 
y(s) = [D + C(sZ -A)-‘R][W, + L(sZ -A)-‘RI-l. 
Hence we can write Y as Y(s) = G(s>W- I( s), with G and W as in Theorem 
3.1. Theorem 3.4 tells us that Y = GW-l is J-lossless if and only if the 
stabilizing, self-adjoint solution to the continuous-time Riccati equation is 
nonnegative definite. 
But from Lemma 4.7 and Theorem 4.9, the discrete-time Riccati equation 
(4.11) has a self-adjoint, nonnegative definite, stabilizing solution if and only 
if the continuous-time Riccati equation (4.12) has a self-adjoint, nonnegative 
definite, stabilizing solution, and these solutions are equal. Moreover, from 
Lemma 4.6 we have that Yd(z) is J-lossless if and only if Y(s) is. This shows 
that Yd(z) is J-l ossless if and only if the self-adjoint, stabilizing solution to the 
discrete-time Riccati equation is nonnegative definite. n 
The proof of Lemma 2.7 was communicated to the authors by both 
Professors Callier and Kaashoek. The secrets of the relationship between the 
discrete- and continuous-time J-spectral Riccati equations used in Lemma 4.7 
were learned from Michael Green. We also thank the two review>ers for their 
careful reading of the manuscript and useful remarks. 
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